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Synopsis
Pedestrians want comfortable walking space. Visiting a town, they walk, search information, and buy
something. They get information by various media. One of the media is sign system. However, different
administrator has different rules on sign arrangement plan. Therefore we make the database on the content of
sign thorough a field survey, conduct some analysis, and classify the sign. The result may be useful to
planning of sign arrangement.
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1. Introduction
Aging society brings walking more important than motorization. Therefore, we demand to build safe and
comfortable walking space. Although we have a lot of information when we walk at downtown, we can get
information with signs, maps and portable instruments, it is difficult to say they are organized systematically.
This study, from point of view that everyone walks easily, pays attention sing system. We investigate the
actual conditions and understand the state of sign; what contents sign should display and how dose sign set.
Finally we seek to the way to improve problems of existing sign indication.
Figure 1 shows Pedestrian behavior. When they lose their way, they go buck correct route with repeating
the same thing. Getting rid of mistake and anxiety, it is important to give information considering of target,
timing, and method. Pedestrians need to understand their location, choice route, move, and reach destination.
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Fig. 1 Pedestrian behavior
2. Outline of this study
We suppose that there are two types of seeking and shopping behavior. One is the man who has purpose,
the other is not. The former search purpose firstly, so town guidance makes them have purpose. The latter
already have purpose, so town guidance makes them search quickly. The sign system achieved their
information needs which sometimes contradict each other.
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Fig. 2 Visitor purpose and the role of town guidance
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From view point of pedestrian, people find as object for searching "origin", "route", and "destination". If
we don't know where we are, we cannot decide the direction to walk. We find some routes. For example, it
takes short time, but it is complicated, and it takes long time, but it is simple (Fig. 3) So it is useful for
pedestrian that town guidance gives them the required time.
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Fig. 3 Choice route from origin to destination
Whichever routes we choice, we sometimes lose our way. If people get the correct route without
confirming, they have anxiety. In the place of which we lose way or get unease, town guidance should give
us information.
This study pays attention to the sign, because the sign have been the most popular in town navigation for
a long time. I investigate into the actual circumstances states, and make the database for the sake of thinking
what town navigation should be. The way of analysis is summarized in Fig. 4. First, we get "Classification of
sign and Understanding their part" and "Evaluation of the space", finally we show "Rules of
sign-disposition" .
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Fig. 4 Flow of this study
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3. Classification of sign
We consider three elements of sign as board type, location, and contents. Sign board type is thought "Roof
hanging type", "Wall hanging type". Considering the circumstance, we decide the way to have the sign
install.
We think some locations, "J unction," "Separation," and "Simple Link". Different location demands
different purpose. In the "Intersection" or "Separation," pedestrian wants to know which direction they
should choose. In the "Simple Link", they want to know whether their way is correct.
Contents are symbol, text, and map. Pictogram is two types. One has means by itself, the other doesn't.
Both of them are difficult to locate point, so it is necessary for text to make up for them. Map is useful for
giving "origin", "route", and "destination" at once. But the size of sign is big. Text has small space, but it is
difficult to give proper information to all users. If the sign has many contents, we are difficult to choice.
Sign board type
Location
Contents
Variable type
Fixed type
Junction
Separation
Simple link
Symbol
Text
Map
Fig. 5 Flow of this study
Using the database on the contents of sign, I classifY the sign, try to make their role clear, and then
surmise that the role is "Confirm" and ·'Choice". I want to show which contents support pedestrian's
behavior. It is the next phase that I consider the "Iocation" and "mode". After doing the image experiment in
consideration of the display position, I evaluate, in the quantitatively analysis, the space of the present
condition from the trend of the recognition of the examinee. Finally, I want to make the signature
arrangement rule in order to form better space. And I am going to advance this study in the consideration of
commercial sign which is out of manager's planning.
4. Outline of a field survey and analysis
4.1 A field survey
The area of a field is always changing. In order to analyze in detail, it is need to record the conditions. The
outline of the survey is following.
1) Survey Area
2) Survey Period
3) Survey Contents
From Station Tennoji(Japan-Rail) to Station Abeno-bashi(Kintetsu)
2005/11/14-11/25
Take a photograph of sign in the station building and Record their location
I divided the area into three big block; JR, Kintethu, and Subway.
Legend;
I Tnnouji station (JR) I
I Subway Tnenouji I
I Kintetsu Abenobashi I
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4.2 Design of the database
I took data from the photograph with paying attention to the contents of sign. Original item of the database
is; Sign number, Area, Existence of allow, Existence of number, Existence of pictogram (See Table 1)
Table 1 Original item of the database
Item Explanation
Sian number 10 number (01-72)
Area JR, Kintethu, Subway
Existence of allow If allow is exist, data is 1, If allow is not exist, data is O.
Existence of number If number is exist, data is 1.lf naumber is not exist, data is O.
Existence of pictqram If pictqram is exist, data is 1.lf pictqram is not exist, data is 0
1) Take a photograph
2) Record the paper
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Fig. 7 flow of making database
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4.3 Analysis of the database
When it thinks on the base of action purpose, text information is two types. One is the "Normal noun,"
the other is "Proper noun". "Normal noun" means the specific area or point directly. It is useful for the
people who want to move there. "Proper noun" gives us the information of the nearest facility, for example
"w.e", "Exit", ''Ticket agency", etc. It is different in the point that doesn't guide us to move, but to carry out
some desire.
In the next phase, adding the number of Normal noun, Proper noun, allow, number, pictogram to the
database (See Fig. 8).
DDatabase on the sign contents
Normal noun .' Number
tlr
22
tlllJ
tllc ®
@
Fig. 8 Database on the sign contents
4.3.1 Comparison between areas
I totaled contents by the area. See Table 2.
Table 2 Comparison of the data by the area
Area The numberSiqn Proper noun Nomal noun number allow pictogram
JR 26 66 34 0 32 38
Kintethu 22 68 21 1 28 22
Subway 24 51 23 24 39 15
Sum 72 185 78 25 99 75
Following are found from Table 2;
The total number of sign is not different by the three areas. However total size is different. "Subway
area" is the most smallest, so it there is the most sign per unit area. This is because the under grand space is
the most complicated, we are difficult to understand. In the result, there are the most sign.
It is not much difference by three areas. This is because land mark in the areas is not many.
Area "JR" has the most normal noun. "JR" is the largest area, and has the most facilities.
Area "Subway" has the most symbols. This is because that it is necessary to guide exit, we use the
number. That is the special feature.
"Allow" is also the most in "Subway". It is difficult to keep sense of direction, and "Allow" is necessary
to guide direction.
"JR" and "Kintetu" has many "Pictogram". I think that the number of Pictogram is depending
administrator for in many cases.
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4.3.2 Classification of sign I;
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is applied to classify the sign. The process is the following;
I) Get PCA score, and make scatter plot.
2) Judge large classification.
3) If large classification is not appropriate, I give the database items or cut.
4) If I judge getting about five classes from the scatter plot, I conduct the cluster analysis.
The flow of analysis is shown in Fig.9.
Selection of data items
Large Classification
No good
Small classification
Fig. 9 Flow of analysis
5. Results of the analysis
We repeat PCA and Cluster analysis. The number of noun is influenced by the size of sign. I omit the
database item "number of noun" and I give the item "Ratio of noun". "Ratio of normal noun" is defined as
''The number of normal noun" divided by "Total number of noun". "Ratio of proper noun" is defined in the
same way. Pictogram is the subordinate. I cut "The number of pictogram".
There is no effect of the size of sign, but there is no distinction between general sign and detail sign.
General sign has many noun, Detail sign has little noun. They are different clearly. Therefore I pay attention
correspondence between the number of allow and noun. If the number of allow is smaller than noun, the item
"A Ilow correspondence" is "I". If it is contrary case, "Allow correspondence" is "0'".
We finally use the six items; "Ratio of normal noun" "Ratio of proper noun" "Allow correspondence"
"The number of allow" "Existence of allow" "Existence of mark". Results are shown in Fig,tO and 11.
The most PCA-load quantity- I is "The number of allow", so X-axis is thought "Influence of allow". The
most PCA-Ioad quantity-2 is "Ratio ofthe proper noun" and the less is "Ratio of the normal noun", so Y-axis
is thought "Type of noun".
We conducted cluster analysis form the PCA score. Five classifications is defined as A to E
Group A has no allows and one noun, so this is sign to confirm location. Group Band C have about one
allow and rate of proper noun is lager than normal noun. The difference is total noun. Group B is larger than
C. Group B show us the spot in the far distance. Group C show us he spot in the near distance. Group D has
two allows and two nouns, so this is sign to choice route. Group E has many nouns. The sign type ofthis is a
general sign. Table 3 shows character of each group.
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Fig. 11 Scatter plot and dendrogram
Table 3 Character of each group
A B C D E
The number of noun 1.0 3.5 1.0 2.0 14.0
The number of allow 0.0 1.4 1.0 2.0 3.0
Allow correspondence - 0.6 0.0 0,0 1.0
Ratio of proper noun 0.19 0.93 0.08 0.20 0.80
Ratio of normal noun 0.75 0.07 0.85 0.80 0.20
Group A Group C Group D Group E
Fig. 12 Photograph from group A to E
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6. Concluding Remarks
We get information from the sign in walking. And we confirm location and choice route. This study
analyzed paying attention the contents of sign. In the result, we classify five types of sign. This classification
can be explained from the view point of pedestrian behavior.
Further investigation is needed as followings:
I) Establishment of clearer standard
2) Considering commercial sign, paying attention to sign system out of station building
3) For the display experiment, adding Location and Sing board type
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